Psychosocial management of the foot and ankle surgery patient.
Currently, many patients undergo surgery when they and their families are not prepared or resilient enough to recover fully, predisposing them to poor outcomes. These poor outcomes lead to missed work, patient depression, chronic pain, litigation, and surgeon frustration. Sometimes these individuals require the surgeon's oversight and are more likely to improve with rapid vocational therapy, physical therapy, and aggressive, continuous chronic-pain management. The foot and ankle surgeon who takes a biopsychosocial multidisciplinary perspective will prescreen his or her patients for positive risk factors and expand his or her intervention long before and after surgery. This strategy of triaging medical cases to differential treatment is not a new concept in medicine. What is novel is the necessity of triaging and prioritizing patients on the basis of the most significant factors that determine successful surgical outcome: psychologic, social, environmental, and historical medical factors . Robert Sternberg of Yale University suggested that three psychologic problem-solving strategies are available: (1) I can try to change myself, (2) I can try to change others, or (3) I can try to change the situation. Naturally, the authors of this article encourage applying all three: (1) the caring surgeon is attentive to these issues; (2) the medical community prepares the patient, themselves, and the patient's family; and (3) the environment into which the patient is released is altered to support their rehabilitation. The ABLE Presurgical Assessment Tool and related treatment strategies provide foot and ankle surgeons with an easy-to-use, research-based application to better screen and manage their surgical patients. The goal of this review and assessment tool is not to determine a quantitative level of risk. Instead, the authors hope to facilitate a surgeon's awareness of critical preoperative risk factors and provide a tool to efficiently identify these factors and arrange appropriate treatment as needed.